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DODGE DAKOTA
FRONT VALANCE
GENERATION  1

INSTALLATION    INSTRUCTIONS
NOTE: Fit all parts before painting ( See special instructions for paint Prep. ) Parts that have been 
installed, prepped, or painted are not returnable.

VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation.

NOTE: NO DRILLING OR CUTTING NECESSARY

PARTS LIST
1             Valance 1     Instruction Sheet

TOOL LIST
   10 MM Socket, 1/2" Ratchet, 1/4" Ratchet, 18 MM Socket, Small Flat Blade Screwdriver, Safety Glasses

  1.   Before beginning installation be sure to wear proper eye protection.

  2.   The quickest and easiest way to install the front valance is by removing the front bumper and valance
        as a complete assembly.

  3.   Remove the two 18 MM head bolts at the right & left sides, adjacent to the wheel openings, attaching
        the bumper brackets to the frame.

  4.   Open hood. Remove the two 18 MM head bolts to the right & left of radiator attaching the bumper to the 
         frame.

  5.   Remove bumper by sliding bumper forward and away from frame. Set bumper on a blanket or other
        protective surface upside down.

  6.   Remove the twelve 10 MM head bolts attaching the factory front valance to bumper. Remove valance.

  7.   Remove the twelve speed nuts by gently inserting screwdriver tip under the locking tang to release
        the speed nut and pull out.

  8.   Install speed nuts on new front valance.

  9.   Attach front valance to bumper with the twelve fasteners removed in step 6.

10.   Slide bumper into frame rails and install top bolts finger tight.

11.   Install bolts at right & left sides and finger tighten only.

12.   Align bumper and tighten all bolts securely.

13.   If light kit is being installed follow instructions in kit. Install light kit prior to re-installing bumper and 
        valance.
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